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Abstract - Wireless Sensor Networking is one of the most 

prominent technologies that are implemented in almost all real 

time applications. Sensor Network is used for efficient data 

transmission where the sensor nodes are deployed in hostile 

environment. In this environment the sensor nodes sense the data 

and forward the data to the base station. When the data is being 

forwarded to the base station the data can be compressed at each 

cluster head and transmit to base station. Network lifetime, 

throughput and load balancing are the most important 

requirements in wireless sensor network. Here we have used an 

energy efficient clustering protocol LEACH and LEACH-C 

which is a time schedule based protocol.  It reviews with the 

Compressed Sensing techniques that envisioned a useful 

technique to improve the performance and load balancing in 

wireless sensor networks. We first do with analytic model by 

optimizing the cluster size and continue with centralized 

algorithm for creating cluster based model. Simulation indicates 

that this method reduces data transmission extensively. 

 

Keywords – Compressed Sensing, Leach-C protocol, Clustering, 

Data Collection. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Wireless sensor networks consists of many spatially 

distributed sensor nodes which are used to monitor 

transmission of energy efficient data. The sensor nodes 

transmit data to the CH, while the nodes aggregate the data 

and transmit them to the base station either directly or through 

the intermediate communication with other CH nodes. The BS 

is the data processing unit for the data received from the 

sensor nodes. The Base Station is fixed at a place in a 

stationary manner which is far away from the all the sensor 

nodes .The function of each CH, is to perform common 

functions for all the nodes in the cluster, like aggregating   the  

data before sending it to the BS. In some way, the CH is the 

sink for the cluster nodes, and the BS is the sink for the CH. 

        The advantage of cluster based environment is: 1) 

supporting network throughput and decreasing energy 

consumption through data aggregation 2) It can localize the 

route setup within the cluster and thus reduce the size of the 

routing table stored at the node.  The main parameters 

included in clustering are: Number of clusters, Nodes and CH 

Mobility, Nodes types and roles, Cluster formation 

methodology, Cluster-head selection. Here hierarchical 

network routing is used which divides the network into energy 

efficient cluster, LEACH - Low Energy Adaptive Clustering 

Hierarchy is belongs to hierarchical network routing protocol. 

A cluster head is responsible for conveying the message to 

base station as it aggregate and compress the data from each 

node before transmission. Cluster head often drains out from 

energy consumption which can be rectified by using LEACH 

protocol. LEACH-C is similar to LEACH as it based on 

location information of each sensor nodes which is useful for 

efficient increase in data transmission.  As this protocol 

collects each sensor nodes location and form optimal 

clustering by computing energy level of each node. The node 

which is less than this average energy will be left out. The 

base station sends message to each node with CH id, which 

node matches this id that node becomes the cluster head.  That 

is BS broadcast the information to all nodes about its position 

weather cluster head or node with its time schedule.  In 

compressed sensing the aggregation is done by summing the 

coding vectors and determines the traffic path, finally the sink 

collects the aggregated vector as few samples, and the 

decoding algorithm is used to recover the samples. The 

encoding of each node will be done by distributed method, by 

performing matrix multiplication and summation whose cost is 

smaller than the non CS method. Compressed sensing 

operation requires each node in the individual sensor network 

to send k packets irrespective of what it has received, 

compared with nodes more work load for nodes away from 

sink and less load for nodes close to sink. Hybrid CS is the 

combination of non CS and Plain CS, it reduces the traffic 

load while preserving the integrity of the original data set. 

Plain CS consumes more energy than hybrid CS, the reason is 

plain CS overacts by forcing every node to be an aggregation, 

also the aggregation are in minority for optimal configuration.  

The hybrid CS reduces cost when compared to plain and non 

CS data aggregation. Here centralized clustering algorithm is 

used (Centralized- Low Energy Adaptive Cluster Hierarchy) 

for cluster formation .After CH election each cluster head data 

will be compressed by encoding method – similar data 

compression and transmit to base station. The base station will 

decode the data by collecting similar data’s back. The 

simulation results describes that the method reduces 

transmission than non CS method. The Compressed method 

can be matrix multiplication or a Greedy algorithm. Hence the 

transmission is efficient in leach-c when compared to leach 

transmission protocol. 
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I. Overview of Nodes clustering in compressed method. 

The sensor nodes are organized into clusters, each cluster has 

a cluster head, the cluster nodes transmit there data to their 

cluster head, The sensor nodes are uniformly distributed  here. 

There are two levels of transmission in our clustering method 

they are, non-inter-cluster and inter cluster transmission .The 

size of clustering will be same for both. If we reduce the 

number of transmission automatically the energy consumption 

can be reduced. As cluster size increases, the number of Non-

inter-cluster transmission can be increased.  But, when 

decreasing the cluster size, the number of clusters and inter 

cluster transmission also can be increased. So optimal cluster 

size and distributed clustering method can be implemented. 

The sensor nodes transmission takes place by transmitting data 

from sensor nodes to CH, where the CS is not implemented in 

sensor nodes but CH data can be compressed and transmitted 

to base station. All sensor nodes have fixed transmission 

power and rate. The nodes know its individual location 

position that can be sending to base station. The task here is to 

optimize the cluster size by developing centralized algorithm 

to minimize the total number of transmission. The clustering 

algorithm is a LEACH based  

 

 
Fig 1:  Compressed Sensing based Cluster 

 

II. CENTRALIZED CLUSTERING ALGORITHM: 

 

Protocol which is improved to LEACH-C algorithm called 

centralized algorithm here cluster head is static but in Leach 

the cluster head would be dynamic. LEACH is abbreviated as 

Low energy adaptive clustering hierarchy – it is the first 

hierarchical cluster-based routing LEACH protocol for cluster 

head creation. CH is responsible for creating and manipulating 

TIME (Time division Multiple Access) schedule and sending 

the data from nodes to BS, while other nodes are cluster 

members. The protocol is divided into two phases’ setup and 

steady state phase which is carried out as rounds. The setup 

phase is further divided into advertisement phase and cluster 

setup phase. The steady state phase consists of schedule 

creation and data transmission. In Leach each node decides 

independent other nodes weather it is going to be CH or not. 

In advertisement phase the CH inform other nodes that it 

become a CH. The sensor nodes accept the advertisement and 

join the CH as members. After this phase the CH knows its 

member and its id, based on this message the CH prepares a 

time schedule and pick the  code randomly and broadcast the 

time schedule table to its members. After this steady state 

begins, In steady state data transmission begins by nodes 

sending their data to individual CH based on time schedule 

when all the data’s send to CH ,the aggregated data can be 

sent to base station. Leach has no idea of total no cluster and 

placement of cluster formation. The Leach-C uses a 

centralized algorithm which is similar to Leach steady state 

phase.   During setup phase the nodes send its information 

including position and residual energy  to base station.  The 

base station determines whether the energy load distributed 

equally to each node. The base station computes average 

energy of al nodes and determines which node has energy 

below this average one. The cluster head and its clusters 

formation , the base station sends information to all nodes that 

it obtained cluster head ID for each nodes, If the cluster head 

ID matches a node ID then that node becomes a cluster head. 

Otherwise the nodes computes its time schedule slot  for data 

transmission and goes to sleep mode until it’s time to transmit  

 

 
Fig 2: LEACH Protocol based Clustering 

 

data. The tasks performed by leach are random formation of 

cluster heads and cluster formation. Data communication can 

be reduced by local compression. Low energy media access 

control can be performed. The data processing would be 

application specific. The task performed by setup phase is to 

organize whole network into non-inter-cluster formation. 

Advertisement of CH to its members. Transmission of 

schedule for setup phase.  In steady state  the process of the 

transmission within the different clusters of network. 

Transmission of data via different cluster heads. By using 

Leach protocol energy consumption can increase energy seven 

times better than direct communication. The clustering makes 

optimal cluster region formation so the number of CH can be 

scalable. The data transmission depends on inter-cluster, intra-

cluster transmission. The cluster head becomes static after 
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computing optimal region of clustering, then transmission 

starts with reduced energy level.. 

 

III. LEACH PROTOCOL CLUSTERING: 

Leach protocol provides throughput for aggregation in CH 

which makes less traffic load in the whole network. Single hop 

routing makes data transmission easier with less energy 

consumption. Distributive property is satisfied by using CH to 

distribute its message to its members.  

 

 
 

Fig3:  LEACH protocol cluster formation 

 

It increases network lifetime by CH distribution, data 

aggregation by CH and finally time scheduling were CH 

creates for its members.  It is very simple and does not need 

nodes location for cluster formation. It is dynamic cluster 

based protocol where periodic data collection approach can be 

done for constant monitoring applications.  

The disadvantage about Leach protocol is that it depends on 

CH rather than to its members in order to reach base station 

which can lead to cluster heads failure. It avoids overhead to 

the process for cluster head changes in each iteration for 

communication of information. It also avoids overhead in 

calculations for energy efficiency dynamic clustering in large 

scale networks. It has no inter - cluster transmission since CH 

communicates directly to the base station. The process 

requires high range of power in the network, for this only 

leach is not for large scale network. In Leach CH are not 

uniformly distributed that is CH can be located at the edge of 

the cluster.  Here CH election is random processed which does 

not take energy consumption of the different nodes and this 

lead to re-electing of cluster CH as the same node is used for 

data iteration. It does not work well with the application that 

needs large area coverage for hopped inter-cluster 

communication. The animated file for this protocol is based on 

cluster head election method. The scenario is filled up with 

sensor nodes were the nodes are deployed with position of 

starting as well as ending location value. Here cluster node as 

well as member nodes generated on the basis of random 

number generation. Then the node which is energy efficient 

that node will become as cluster head on the basis of random 

number generation method. After the cluster head formation 

the cluster head informs other node that is the member node to 

join in to the cluster.  The cluster head starts time schedule for 

data transmission. After few seconds cluster head would be 

drained up. Then reelection would be done on next round, the 

protocol has higher transmission power for CH to base station 

transmission. So data transmits fo large area with reduced 

energy consumption. 

 

IV. LEACH-C PROTOCOL CLUSTERING: 

It uses a centralized clustering algorithm and it have same 

steady state protocol like leach. In this algorithm each node 

sends its energy level and position to base station. Based on 

this information the base station will determine different 

clusters along with CH and non CH nodes of each and every 

cluster. By this method base station would able to produce 

better cluster with less energy transmission. Here the number 

of cluster head would be equal to predominant value where the 

Leach is dynamic and number of CH would vary. But in 

Leach-C the cluster head is static. The scenario file describes 

that the protocol is based on base station election for cluster 

formation. Here setup phase is different were the base station 

receives each node location based on which cluster election 

would be done. In advertisement phase nodes send location 

value to base station it elects by computing the average energy 

of all nodes. The node which haves energy less than this will 

be dropped out. The base station sends id to all nodes which 

node matches its id it will become cluster head. The cluster 

formation is done for optimizing the cluster size.  

 

 
 

Fig 4: LEACH-C protocol cluster formation 

 

If the cluster size increases the as cluster head total will be 

decreased. If the cluster size is decreased then cluster head 

would be increased hence the optimization of inter-cluster, 

non-inter-cluster should be done. The main advantage is that it 

is location dependent so optimization of cluster would be 

easier and also here the cluster head would be static.  It is 

efficient with leach-c using compressed sensing when 

compared to leach for more than 90%. The received data is 

compressed by 30% so in leach-c based simulation will be 

taken  on the basis of minimum and maximum value of 

compressed data. 
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V. COMPRESSED SENSING BASED DATA 

AGGREGATION: 

The routing protocol cannot able to maintain transmission in 

huge traffic so compression technique is considered to be the 

best one before data transmission proceeds. The compressed 

sensing technique can reduce huge traffic and consume power 

consumption than other routing protocols. There are two types 

of data compression approach that is distributed and local 

compression techniques. The distributed spatial network has 

high spatial correlation in sensor nodes with wide networks. 

Here the coding can be jointly encoded at each nodes and 

decoded at the base station.  So the signal can be compressed 

and sampled at each sensor nodes and decoded at the base 

station with high probability. The purpose of transmitting vast 

number of nodes is difficult task so a well-developed signal 

processed communication system is required for huge scale 

network. No data assumption is required in sampling hence it 

is a decentralized method. Different hopping method can 

reduce data transmission by projecting the sensor nodes by 

amplitude the data in cluster projection. The signal can be 

taken as s= (s q 2....s n-1, s, n) be n number dimensional arrays 

and z is an array of vector co-efficient. The s=  z m but v= d l 

where d is a k*k matrices . The value of s is compressed 

which includes normal value and location. The original data 

can be recovered at the base station by using gossip algorithm.  

The decoded signal is determined to same way as it is encoded 

and it is possible with projection of CS algorithm. The task of 

gathering compressed data is to read the signals and gather it 

in order to reduce it with huge network traffic and and prolong 

network lifetime, the sensed data can be relayed by computing 

the measurement and transmit the data 

 

 
 

Fig: 5 compressed data aggregation 

 

VI. CLUSTER HEAD ELECTION: 

In a clustering scheme the nodes are divided into groups, 

mostly based on geographical properties. Each group contains 

a single leader and several ordinary nodes. A cluster head 

normally serves as a local coordinator for its cluster, 

performing non inter-cluster transmission arrangement, data 

aggregation, forwarding, and so on. In the network model that 

we are dealing with, we assume multiple-hop network, where 

gateway nodes connect between different clusters if there is 

not direct communication between the cluster heads. The 

clustering objectives are to minimize the total transmission 

power aggregated over the nodes in the selected path, and to 

balance the load among the nodes for prolonging the network 

lifetime. Cluster head selection is based on energy 

consumption of each node. The radius of cluster size is 

determined based on non-inter-cluster formation. The nodes 

close to the middle of the cluster becomes CH (cluster head) 

of cluster .Clustering is triggered at every c  and no of seconds 

to form new CH. Probability of CH formation is based on 

Probability=Probability* (estimated energy/maximum energy) 

If there is no sensor node within the hops from central point 

then there is no CH for it. And this node joins other near 

cluster. After CH election CH sends an advertisement message 

to other sensor nodes to join in clusters. Clustering algorithm 

for data transmission will select x CH from set of nodes and 

perform x clusters. Distance from nodes to CH should be 

minimized. Repeat these steps until we get optimal cluster 

size. A back bone tree will be considered to connect all CH to 

sink by CS or non CS by broadcasting messages. Smaller the 

radius larger the cluster head and larger the radius larger the 

cluster head. If no sensor node falls in this area there would be 

no CH for that area. Finally we use a group of clusters to 

perform clustering. Considering the Poisson distribution of 

sensor nodes in the cluster formations makes the cluster sub 

divided and makes analytic method of data transmission for 

optimal cluster formation. It minimizes total transmission in 

aggregated data overall selected path. Balance the load to 

prolong network life time. It increases network scaled and 

reduces energy consumption. Optimal cluster selection is 

challenge thing. Grouping nodes into a hierarchical model is a 

popular method to achieve network scaled. Clustering usually 

localizes the routing setup within the cluster and therefore it 

reduces the routing overhead by each node and the topology 

maintenance overhead. Using clustering, the network appears 

smaller and more stable. The information, generated from 

nearer sensor nodes, is often redundant and highly correlated, 

so data aggregation by each cluster head conserves 

communication bandwidth as well. Moreover, the ability to 

use different power levels in inter-cluster and non inter cluster 

Communication reduces the inter and the collisions in the 

network resulting in a better throughput. Clustering is a 

challenging mission because optimal clusters selection is 

equivalent to the dominating set problem which is an NP-

complete problem. Additionally, not only cluster selection is 

required, but also maintenance is essential. Because CH often 

lose more energy compared to regular nodes, it is necessary to 

perform re-clustering periodically in order to select energy-

abundant nodes to serve as CH, thus distributing the load 

uniformly on all the nodes. Transmit aggregated data to the 

data sink is reducing number of nodes taking part in 

transmission. Useful energy consumption for transmission can 

be done by optimizing the cluster size.  Scaled for large 

number of nodes is also possible by optimization. It reduces 

communication overhead for both single and multiple hops. 

In clustering algorithm sink will update the data for which the 

nodes are divided into cluster form. So a cluster head will be 

constructed for back bone tree. Here base station will 
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broadcast information to all sensor nodes and data aggregation 

will be performed respectively. The optimal cluster size will 

be constructed on the basis of n sensor nodes with clustering. 

Data will be transmitted by shortest path method via cluster 

head to base station. Non inter cluster transmission will be 

based on the sum of the nodes within CH. It can be calculated 

depending on k-median problem. Also the distance between 

two nodes is calculated by hopping method. Data aggregation 

compressed by CS at cluster head, which is send to base 

station. The sink will calculate the cluster by heuristic method. 

The clustering algorithm connects sensor nodes to CH .For 

each cluster chooses a new CH and repeats the iteration. The 

iteration makes the cluster optimal. The  clustering makes use 

of optimal cluster size in order to make the data transfer which 

will be based on clustering, here used is hybrid Compressed 

sensing which makes reduces data transmission higher than 

other methods. 

  

VII. SIMULATION RESULTS: 

The network has been simulated in network simulator with 

data gathered spatially to perform the analyse. The simulation 

is done with randomly deployed nodes with size 100 * 100m, 

and the nodes deployed varied from 50 to 100 with base 

station location x, y.  

 

 
  

Fig 6:  Graphical representation of CS 

 

To measure energy consumption we depend on the parameters 

of energy and radio model. Energy consumption is divides 

into receiving and transmitting. The transmission message 

requires more energy than receiving the message.   The ratio 

of transmission computes that the number of transmission in 

LEACH-C is transmits efficiently when compared to non CS. 

The performance of both the protocol is  based on energy 

consumption and network lifetime. The average energy 

consumed is less than the leach based compressed with 

number of rounds.  The network life time can be measured 

from the start of operation to the death of the first alive node. 

So our approach LEACH –C with Compressed Sensing has 

less consumption of energy than LEACH. Our method reduces 

the number transmission by about 60 percent than with 

clustering without  CS method.  It demonstrates a 

improvement than to worst case. The graphical representation 

gives information about how the data is transmitted with the 

compressed method. As CS improves throughput with 

clustering method, the clustering is also developed with 

different protocol like leach-v,c-leach, MT-leach . hence the 

enhanced version is determined with compressed data of 

leach-c with leach. 

 

VIII. CONCLUSION: 

Here hybrid CS method is used for data transmission with 

LEACH –C based clustering. It is the low energy adaptive 

clustering hierarchy method  that makes cluster formation  

with random CH election. The task performed by compressive 

sensing is to aggregate the similar data and transmit it. Our 

feature work is to implement compressed sensing in sensor 

nodes of sensor network which reduce energy higher than 

previous one. LEACH is an important protocol used for 

developing energy efficient clustering for numerous data 

transmission network, followed to this LEACH-C is 

implemented. From the simulation results we can draw 

conclusion that messages created by LEACH-C is base station 

based static CH is improved than LEACH. The compressed 

sensing method works well with LEACH-C protocol that 

gives increase throughput than non CS method. Our future 

enhancement is to perform compression to all sensor nodes by 

Leach-C method. 
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